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Project Overview

Snow College requested Mercer’s assistance in creating a new total rewards philosophy to guide
future decisions at the College

The philosophy review was guided by the desire to prepare the College for the future with a 
consistent, well managed rewards strategy

– Harmonize rewards decisions with the College's strategy and ensure competitiveness in the 
relevant labor markets

– Streamline HR decisions to support a more performance-based culture
– Combine Ephraim and Richfield compensation philosophies into a unified approach

Mercer conducted a series of interviews with the following stakeholder groups to identify current and 
(desired) future state philosophy and practices:

– Faculty Senate, Faculty Association President, and Faculty Deans
– Cabinet
– Vice Presidents and President Wyatt
– Staff Association Leadership
– Directors of Various Staff Functions
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Project Overview
Total Rewards Philosophy and Strategy Recommendations

The total rewards philosophy that guides the 
organization’s approach to rewards. How will 
rewards programs reflect core values? (e.g. pay for 
performance, market competitiveness, secure 
retirement)

The specific approach to total rewards to ensure 
practices drive desired outcomes and institution 
results (e.g., the market, total rewards positioning, 
rewards pay mix,  performance linkage).

The specific components and building blocks of the 
overall strategy (e.g., salary structure, recognition 
plans, career opportunities, health and retirement 
benefits, etc.)

Total Rewards Philosophy

Total Rewards Strategy

Total Rewards Programs
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This study provides Snow College with a total rewards philosophy and specific strategy recommendations to guide future 
program design decisions.
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Stakeholder Interview Results
Comparison of Perspectives Across Stakeholder Groups

Program 
Element

Administration                          
Perspective

Faculty                  
Perspective

Staff                                   
Perspective

Areas of Alignment / 
Misalignment

Compensation 
Philosophy & 
Practices

• Goal is a recognizable, reasonable, and 
realistic approach to compensation so 
employees understand reason for pay 
differences 

• Historically compensation was driven by 
internal equity and longevity

• Would like it to be more market driven 
(e.g., vary faculty pay by specialty) and 
more merit driven

• Target 50th percentile of market for pay
• Pay compression exists, but is not 

widespread
• Utah legislature dictates across-the-

board cost of living increases, has not 
allocated money for merit increases in 
recent years; working with legislature to 
try and gain control of how pay $ are 
allocated

• Feel pay is not competitive, paid 
less than teachers at the local 
high school, children of entry 
level faculty are eligible for free 
school lunches

• Most did not want to 
differentiate pay by specialty, 
but several agreed that it was 
necessary to bring people in 
from industry

• Feel that compression is a 
significant issue

• Believe there is a battle 
between faculty and staff 
around pay increases

• Some staff have been hired in at 
2-3 times the faculty rate, even 
though faculty are harder to 
recruit than staff

• Feel pay is not competitive with 
local school district

• Pay for some staff positions below 
poverty level /eligible for food 
stamps for family of 4

• Lack of any pay increases at all in 
the last few years vs. faculty 
getting scheduled increases is a 
significant pain point

• Compression is an issue: new 
hires are getting a lot of money at 
a time when others are getting no 
raise at all

• Some exempt staff work long 
hours without overtime, not 
allowed to come in late the next 
day as comp time, must take 
vacation

MISALIGNMENT: 

Faculty and Staff mistrust  
compensation benchmarking 
process.  Believe pay is not 
competitive, compare pay to 
government definitions of 
poverty

Administration would like a 
more market and merit driven 
approach to pay

Faculty and Staff identified 
compression and pay 
inequities as relatively bigger 
pain points

Staff concerned about lack of 
comp time when working long 
hours

Ephraim vs. 
Richfield 
Campuses

• Would like a single comp strategy, pay 
schedule, and peer group for both 
campuses

• Richfield had a higher salary structure at 
the time it was merged with Snow 
College and disparities continue

• Richfield faculty/staff work more hours 
per week

• More disparity between campuses for 
faculty vs. staff

• Benefits are the same between the 2 
campuses

• Pay disparity between 
campuses was acknowledged, 
but not characterized as a pain 
point

• Snow employees were promised 
that pay would be equal between 
the 2 campuses, and this has not 
occurred

ALIGNMENT: 
Agreement that pay inequities 
between campuses should be 
addressed. 
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Stakeholder Interview Results
Comparison of Perspectives Across Stakeholder Groups

Program 
Elements Administration Perspective

Faculty                  
Perspective

Staff                            
Perspective

Areas of Alignment / 
Misalignment

Benchmarking 
Peer Groups

• Confident that  best available peer 
groups and survey sources are being 
used

• Lack of direct peer institutions and limited 
local labor market make benchmarking 
less precise for higher ed specific jobs

• More of a local labor market exists for 
positions not directly related to higher ed

• There are more labor competitors in 
Richfield (driven by government 
presence) for non higher ed type jobs

• Disagree with peer institutions 
used for salary benchmarking

• Pay is 8-10% below average of 
30 western US midsize mid-size 
institutions

• Pay is lower than high school 
teachers

• Pay is higher at local school district 
and in construction jobs

MISALIGNMENT: 
Faculty and Staff disagree 
with peer groups selected, 
and on position relative to the 
local labor market

Attraction & 
Retention

• Retention is not a big issue, attraction is
• Natural Science and Nursing jobs are 

particularly difficult to fill
• Best employer in the area, so very low 

turnover 
• Those who don’t feel they are rewarded 

well do not have local options that pay 
better

• Most people choose to live in the area for 
quality of life reasons and are willing to 
accept low pay as a trade-off.  Many are 
alumni.

• Lack of diversity is a concern
• No current gaps in talent that are 

impacting the school’s ability to attract 
students

• Attracting and getting applicants 
to accept offer is the biggest 
challenge, particularly for 
technical and science positions

• People stay because they love 
what they do, the size and 
collegiality of the institution, 
quality of the student body, the 
rural lifestyle, good benefits 
package, and local family ties.  
Some are alumni.

• Compensation and prestige is 
better than the rest of the jobs in 
the county

• Concern that lack of faculty 
diversity drives lack of student 
diversity

• Some positions such as 
custodians, nurses, and event 
center staff are hard to fill/have 
high turnover due to higher pay 
elsewhere and being overworked

• People stay because they enjoy 
what they do, like the people they 
work with, work life balance , good 
place to raise a family, the lifestyle 
outside of work, and local family 
ties

• State retirement is a great benefit if 
you work for 30 years

ALIGNMENT: 
Attraction is an issue, 
retention is generally not a 
problem

Agreement on reasons that 
people stay 

Concerns about diversity 
came up in multiple 
stakeholder discussions
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Stakeholder Interview Results
Comparison of Perspectives Across Stakeholder Groups

Program 
Elements Administration Perspective

Faculty                  
Perspective

Staff                                 
Perspective

Areas of Alignment / 
Misalignment

Pay for 
Performance

• Need to determine how to measure and 
reward high performance 

• Longevity vs. performance drives faculty 
pay

• Currently no budget to fund a merit pool
• Performance complacency because 

there is such a limited talent pool to 
recruit from in the area

• Some faculty cancel classes
• People are just shifted around rather 

than fired
• Recent budget cuts provided a 

mechanism for getting rid of low 
performers

• Normally, very difficult on a personal 
level to eliminate people because you go 
to church with them and live in the same 
small community

• Feel there is a good program for 
credentialing /tenure, but 
acknowledge that it is not 
merit/performance based

• Would like to fund and use a 
merit program, but not until base 
pay is where it should be

• Concern that merit pay may 
cause faculty to avoid taking 
risks

• Snow has more rigorous 7 year 
tenure cycle vs. Utah Valley, 
BYU, etc. with 4 year cycles

• Believe that faculty are hard on 
each other and if evaluations 
are not up to par, will say no to 
tenure

• Would like a performance based 
system that is clear and easy to 
use and rewards higher 
performance

• Historically, pay raises were based 
on favoritism, but new 
administration is making more 
objective decisions

• Currently, performance appraisals 
are meaningless, because nothing 
is done with the information

• Inconsistent grading, depends on 
boss, although recently told to be 
more “critical” vs. giving everyone 
the same rating

• If you aren’t performing it can be 
used to get rid of you, but it isn’t 
used to reward good performance, 
because the school doesn’t get 
any merit pool funding

• Top performers are rewarded with 
more work

• Difficult for supervisors to give 
negative feedback, because 
working with neighbors

ALIGNMENT: 
Currently no pay for 
performance program
Currently no budget to fund a 
merit pool
Difficulty managing 
performance of coworkers in a 
small community
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Stakeholder Interview Results
Comparison of Perspectives Across Stakeholder Groups

Program 
Elements Administration Perspective

Faculty                  
Perspective Staff Perspective

Areas of Alignment / 
Misalignment

Careers, 
Learning & 
Development

• Lack of opportunity for career 
advancement because nobody leaves, 
so no positions free up

• Sometimes the only career path is 
moving to a 4 year institution

• Money is wasted compensating 
employees for education/training that 
doesn’t benefit the institution

• Like that conferences are paid 
for by the College, but some feel 
that career development and 
learning is underfunded

• Need to get more faculty 
(especially in science) with 
terminal degrees

• No promotion or career 
opportunities, because positions 
never open up

• Get a pay jump if you get a degree.
• College pays for 2 classes a year, 

but faculty gets much richer benefit
• Given additional responsibilities, 

but not promoted or paid for it
• Told if they aren’t happy that 

someone else will be happy to take 
their job

ALIGNMENT: 
Agreement that promotion 
and career opportunities are 
limited because positions 
never open up

MISALIGNMENT: 
Administration believes that 
current education / training 
may not benefit Snow 
College, Faculty would like to 
see increased investment
Staff believe they have been 
given additional 
responsibilities, but not 
promoted or paid for it

Benefits • Rich health and retirement benefits (> 
75th percentile) driven by participation in 
the Public Employees Health Program, 
TIAA/CREF, and Utah State Retirement 
System

• Strategy of offering relatively higher 
benefits and lower base pay is 
compromising the ability to attract talent

• Some ability to change health benefit 
plan provisions within PEHP framework

• Rich benefits are stronger than 
the public sector despite recent 
addition of employee 
contributions

• Rich benefits are a draw despite 
recent addition of employee 
contributions

• Previously gave up pay for a better 
benefits package and now regret 
that decision. Benefits can be cut 
back, pay would have remained 
intact

• Alternative work schedules would 
make things a little better

ALIGNMENT: 
Agreement that benefits are 
rich
Many stakeholders believe 
that strategy of  higher 
benefits and lower base pay is 
a problem. 
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Total Rewards Philosophy Blueprint
For Snow College’s Continued Refinement

Compensation Work/Life Benefits Learning & 
Development

Base Pay
Discretionary               

Base Pay 
Adjustments

Group Benefits Retirement

Role of 
Rewards 
Component

Compensate for day-to-
day job responsibilities 
performed at an 
acceptable level.

Provide necessary 
base salary levels to 
attract and retain talent.

Reward, motivate and 
retain high performers.

Eliminate historical 
pay inequities as 
discretionary funds 
become available.

Significant 
component of 
Snow College 
employer value 
proposition

Provide a tax favorable 
way for employees to 
protect themselves and 
their families, and make 
choices to:
– Manage their personal 

risks at the levels they 
can tolerate

– Tailor their benefits to 
their needs.

Provide retirement 
security for long-
term employees, 
contribute to local 
community safety 
net

Subsidize learning 
and development  
that benefits Snow 
College

Definition of 
Market

Professional Staff:  Mountain States  Association 
of Community Colleges and State of Utah Higher 
Education surveys

Faculty:  Colleges & Universities Professional 
Association (CUPA) survey

Non Higher Ed Specific Staff:  Local competitor 
information provided by Utah Department of 
Workforce Services

Rural college 
communities

Small  2-4 year higher 
education institutions

Small  2-4 year 
higher education 
institutions

Small  2-4 year 
higher education 
institutions

Positioning 
Against 
Market

50th percentile

Higher for hard to 
recruit specialties

Best practice 
approaches for pay for 
performance in higher 
education institutions

Adjustments to 
achieve base pay 
competitive targets

Competitive with 
other rural college 
communities

Gradually reduce from 
75th to 50th percentile to 
free up dollars for base 
pay adjustments

75th percentile Best practice 
approaches for 
learning & 
development in 
higher education 
institutions
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Total Rewards Strategy Recommendations

Issue Recommendation

Faculty & Staff:  Incomplete understanding of 
the holistic nature of total rewards, and the 
dynamics / trade-offs in the mix of pay, 
benefits, work-life and careers

Develop formal communication strategy to faculty and staff around all elements 
of rewards strategy

Survey staff periodically to gauge their understanding and inform the 
communication strategy; and also to gauge the value they place on total 
rewards elements

Faculty:  Difficulty attracting talent in natural 
sciences, nursing, math, and IT

Differentiate faculty pay based on discipline, and criticality to the institution

Staff:  Undesired turnover in specific positions 
including events center and custodial workers 
due to competitor pay and workload

Assess impact of undesired turnover to identify if action is needed, if so, assess 
pay in light of local labor market competitors; assess workload issues and adjust 
job requirements as needed

Staff:  Lack of comp time available for exempt 
employees working extremely long hours

Develop written policy and conduct supervisor training

Survey staff periodically to ensure equitable treatment

Explore alternative work schedule arrangements

Faculty & Staff:  Mistrust of compensation 
benchmarking and peer group selection 
processes

Communicate compensation philosophy (50th percentile) and explain that this 
means some employers will pay more and some pay less; communicate 
rationale for peer group selection
Communicate difference between labor market competitors and government 
poverty statistics;  consider conducting a custom survey for significant local 
labor competitors not included in Utah state data
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Total Rewards Strategy Recommendations (continued)

Issue Recommendation

Faculty & Staff:  Lack of funds for merit 
increases and equity adjustments

Continue to work with legislature to gain control of how pay $ are distributed

Consider reducing health care benefits in exchange for base pay increases in 
targeted areas

Consider other funding sources (e.g. lease income, etc.)

Faculty & Staff:  Pay inequities between 
campuses and new hires vs. experienced 
employees

Prioritize order for addressing inequities; address in priority order as turnover 
occurs and funds become available
Be explicit in philosophy and strategy about compression, and manage the 
situation with HR and committee involvement

Faculty & Staff:  Lack of ability to differentiate 
performance

Identify jobs for which performance improvements are most critical; develop 
objective goals and measurable outcomes

Consider alternate funding sources (a small percent of payroll to your very top 
performers would deliver a significant message)

Conduct pilot program to assess viability of awarding merit pay based on 
performance assessments

Faculty & Staff:  Lack of desirable turnover 
leads to minimal opportunities for 
advancement

Leverage enhanced performance management to exit lowest performers and 
select highest performers for promotional opportunities – not more work for same 
pay;  also consider skip level promotions when appropriate

If backfill candidates can be found at lower rates than those exiting, then hold 
back the difference in rates for pay for performance pool

Faculty:  Increase value of training & 
education investment

Review current programs to identify areas for improvement; research other 
higher education institutions maximize the value of training
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